
The Morning walk through the Pink city

Curated by Samode Haveli

Jaipur is a city with a rich cultural heritage, beautiful monuments, history, art and tradition. The morningwalk is an initiative to enhance your experience of Jaipur, as we take you through the by lanes of the oldcity. This tour augments the understanding of the Indian way of life and the day to day lives of the people,like the distribution of milk that comes from nearby villages and sold here in the city, people buying fruitand vegetable from the bazaar.Starting the walk from Samode Haveli to the flower market “Phool Mandi”, Kabadi Hatwara and GovindDev Ji temple. According to mythology the idol of Lord Govind Dev Ji was sculpted by the great grandsonof Lord Krishna, Bajranabh, approximately 5000 years ago. Next on the tour is a walk through JalebChowk into Chaura Rasta via the Jantar Mantar. As you walk through the walled city it can be seen howmeticulously organized it is, with lanes designated to artisans, jewelers, carvers, bangle makers, gemcutters, miniature painters and utensil makers in Thateron Ki Gali, Maniharon Ka Rasta and Kishan PoleBazaar.Walking through Khajane Walo Ka Rasta you witness the incredible marble sculptures and pillars that aretypical to Rajasthan and through Uniara Walon Ka Rasta you can see old haveli’s on the street. The RamMandir near Chandpole and the Ramchandra Mandir which is one of the oldest templededicated to LordRam, in Jaipur.Did you know there are over 4000 temples just within the walled city!We begin our walk with an introduction to some of Jaipur’s street food, bustling markets and specialtystalls tucked away in the narrow streets. A cup of tea at the famous “Sahu Chai” tea stall is sure to be oneyou will always remember as well as the mouth wateringly good Jalebis (Indian sweet) at Samrat and anunforgettable ride on the E-rickshaws with the monkeys!The living heritage through the streets are a wonder to witness, come and experience the hidden wondersof Jaipur with us on the morning walk!We begin our walk early in the morning between 6-7am depending on the time of the year, with a cup oftea or coffee at the courtyard. A representative from the hotel will be accompanying you. The walk isapproximately two and half hours including some E-rickshaw rides.Please contact the Reception to make your bookings.
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